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ORBIETERDOOR CLO,%_al_TOOLS

W{Ittam R. Acres

hTndort B. Johnson Spac_ C_n_er

S_ARY

Sate reett_ry of the Shuttle Orbiter requ{res that che payload bay doors
be c_osed and securely latched. Since a malfunction in the door drive or bulk-

head latch systems could,make safe reentry impossible, the requirement to pro-
• vide tools to manually close_and secure the doors has been implemented. These
, tools would disconnect _ disabled door or latch closure system and close and

_-i_ secure the doors if the normal system failed. The tools required to perform
these tasks have evolved into a set that consists of a tubing cutter, a winch,

::' a latchimg tool, and a boLt-mxtractor.

_: Us_ of the tools requires that a crewmember ertterthe payload bay in a
:> pressuri_.edsuit and manually complete door closure There.fore,it is highly
._ d_sirable that the tools be operable with one hand, leaving the other free for
_ pos_tionlng and for counteractlng the force required to operate the tool.
_- Controls, handgrips, operating forces, and procedures must all be within the
:'_ capabilities of a partially restrained, suited crewmember i'aa zero-g environ-

_ merit. The extraVehicular-activity (EVA) door closure tools designed, developed,
i3:: and tested at the Johnson Space Center meet these requiremeats.

_:. INTRODUCTION

_': The complex payload bay door System (fig. I) was discussed in detail at
___i the 13th Aerospace MechaniSms Symposium in a report entitled "Space Shuttle

i_]_ Orbiter Payload Bay Door Mechanisms" (ref. I). A review of that report will
_ help to understand the need and use of the EVA tool set.

The payload bay doors are closed by a drive system that moves the doors
" to a designated position by two actuator systems, one on either side of the

= paylnad bay. Each system drives one 18.3-meter (60 foot) door and consists of
an electromechanical actuator that drives six gear boxes interconnected by
torque tubes. The gear box output is transmitted through drive linkage to the
door as shown in figure 2.

i The forward edges of the doors are connected to the bulkhead by l_tch
mechanisms mounted on the doors and mating hook rollers mounted on the bulk-
head (fig. 3). The latch mechanisms consist of a right-hand and a left-hand

!_: gang of four latches, one on each door, that operate sequentially. Each gang
of latches is driven by an electromechanica[ rotary actuator. The aft edges
of the doors are secured tO the aft bulkhead in a manner similar to that used

on the forward edge except that a fore/aft shear tie at each latch9 identified
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aa a passive roller in figure 4, is used to control the distance between the
door--and the bulkhead.

During normal operatioa, each door ia _Loaed by the door drive system to
within 5.1 centimeters (2 inches) of the number I bulkhead latch. The Ranged
larches are activated and provide a mipporing effect whereby the number l
larch first engages the door and than p_lla it to a position within reach of
the number 2 larch. The number 2 latch coneirtueS to pull the door further
closed unell it is wiehln the reach of the number 3 larch and no on until all

four l,'atehea htlve fully closed and secured the doora_-

A failure in any actuator system could require a manual operation using
one or more of the tools described in ehls paper to complete the door--closure
and latching process. The basic types o£ failures Chat could occur, the
causes, and the required EVA actions are described in gable I.

TUBING CUTTER

In the event the door drive system fails such that the door can neither

be opened or closed, the upper or lower drive tubes (fig. 2) must be discon-
nected from the door to allow manual door closure. Cutting these six tubes

has proved to be the quickest and easiest way to accomplish this task.

Design cgigeria required that the cutter be operable with one hand, be

installed on a tube that is attached at both ends, and be able to cut a tube
that is 5.0 centimeters (1.97 inches) from an obstruction. The cutter must be

able to cue a tube that ranges from 1.27 to 2.54 centimeters (0.500 to 1.000
inch) outside diameter and is made of 718 Inconel with a wall thickness of

0.16 centimeter (0.063 inch) and with a hardness from 36 to 38 RC. It must

also withstand side loads introduced by a crewmember in zero-g conditions.

Designing a cutting wheel that would satisfy these requirements pgoved to

: be a real challenge. The material selected was AISI Type 0 tool steel heat-
treated to 60 RC. Various cutting angles and wheel thicknesses were tried un-

" tila combination that could withstand the side loads and the cutting loads was
: found.

The tubing cutter (fig. 5) consists of the housing, the body that con-

gains two fixed rollers, a spring-loaded roller, and the cutting wheel/screw
ratchet assembly. The body is turned in one direction within the housing by

three pawls mounted in the housing. By alining openings in the housing and

the body, the goal can be installed anywhere along the tube. The tool is
retained in position by a spring-loaded roller until the cutting wheel can be

forced against the tube by the screw ratchet. Once a load is applied on the

cutting wheel, the handle on the housing is ratcheted back and forth, causing
the body to turn around the tube. After the body has made one complete revolu-

tion around the tube, the cutting wheel is again advanced against the tube

with the screw ratchet. This procedure is continued until the tube has been
CUt.
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After _he tube is cut, _ha _ool is removed from eha tuba and rese,_ for
eha next cue by alining eh_. openings in th_ housing and body, re,versing the.

icontrol le,ver, and re,erecting eha cute ng wheel with the. screw ratchet until
_ the ne,xt tuba to he cue will move into position in the tool. The control
_ laver is returned go the original position arid the` cutting whee,1 is forced
i against the second tuba by the arrow ratchet. This procedure is repea_e,d
i .,

until all six drive tubas on the a_fected door have be_n cut. The` door is

!_' then ready to be,manually closed by using the winch to pull the disabled door
i_, to a position where the bulkhead leeching system can be actuated.

i "

I , W INCH
i :

Two EVA w_nches, one mounted to each bulkhead, are provided to manually

i_i._ close the doors to a position where the bulkhead latching system can be ac-
....... lusted or the thr_-@oint latch tool can be installed.

_i' The winch assembly (fig. 6) is made up of a housing, a reel, a ratchet
handle_ and a mounting adapte_. The housing encloses the reel and the mecha-
nism that turns and controls it. A rope guide assembly mounted on the housing

_i guides the rop_ ovc_ a set of rollers co prevent fraying. The mounting adapter• also attaches to the housing. A reel powered by a negator spring houses 7.3

_ meters (24 feet) of 0.95-centimeter (0.375 inch) diameter Kevlar rope with a
hook attached tO the free end. Load is transmitted to the reel and rope by

__i the ratchet handle through a gear system, k ratchet control lever selects the

function of the ratchet between the handle and gear system and has reverse,
neutral, and engage positions. A second ratchet system controls movement of
the reel| ratchet-in, ratchet-out, reel-out, and gear-release functions can
be selected with its control handle. The complete winch assembly is attached

to the bulkhead handrails by the adapter.After all apparent obstructions to free door movement have been removed,
the crewmember routes the rope over the number 4 hook roller and attaches the
rope hook to the number 4 latch bellcrank at the tip of the door. The rope
can be pulled frownthe winch with a 4.45-newton (I pound) force by placing the
control handle momentarily to GEAR RELEASE to release the load on the reel
ratchet and then to REEL OUT, and moving the ratchet control lever to the NEU-
TRAL position. The rope can be extended but will not automatically retract
with the controls in this position. When the crewmember returns to the winch,
slack rope is automatically retracted by placing the controls to RATCHET OUT
a_d NEUTRAL. A load of 2669 newtons (600 pounds) can be applied on the rope
by placing the controls to RATCHET IN and ENGAGE and either cranking or rachet-
i_g the ratchet handle. When that load is reached, a torque limiter incorpora-
ted in the handle allows it to "collapse" approximately 15°. This is verified

• by misalinement of indicator marks on the handle and also by feeling the handle
suddenly give way. _. this occurs, the crewraemberfinds the obstruction to
door movement, removes it, and completes closing the door.

The rope can be safely extended under load by placing the controls in
the RATCHET OUT and ENGAGE positions and applying a load on the ratchet handle
and then releasing it. This allows the reel to back up one tooth of its

i<



ratchet, l_apea_iag this proees_ Will _xtend the rope un_il _he load has boon
r_ i _Ved.

After tltOdoor has been _ully closed hy thi_ m_hod, the bulkhead latch_
Ing system is acr_uatedto secure the door, the rope boOR is removed _gom the
latch bellcrank, and the rope is compl¢_oly retracted by placir_ the controls
in the RATCHET OUT and NEUTRAL positions. If the bulkhead Latching systQm
worts properly, the-cr_wmembe_ r_turns _cLthe craw modul_.

TIbEt-POINT LATCR_OOL
'i

if a gang of Latches on either end of one or both doors feLLs to complete
door closure_ the door must be secured to the bulkhead by some other means......
The three-point Latch tool was designed for this purpose. Eight of these
tools (enough to bypass two gangs of latches) will be-ca_ied on the first
Orbiter.f Li gh.r_

Desigw criteria for this tool recruitedthat the tool must fit all 16
latches, must be able to be installed and close a door that is 5.1 centime-
ters (2 inches) open with the number 1 latch hook 37° or more from being
closed, must withstand design reentry loads on the latch, must transmit these
loads into the latch pivot points wish similar magnitudes and directions as
the latch mechanisms, and must retain itsel_ in position wh_le being used by
the crewmember.

The three-point latch tool (fig. 7) consists of a _rame of two parallel
plates, a compensator that pi_ots in the _rame and att-ches to the nt_t,a
screw turned by a ratchet, and a bellcrank. The ratchet handle hinges to con-
serve stowage space. The force required to retain the tool in place is sup-
plied by a spring-loaded telescoping pi_ot held in the compressed position
by a release catch. The trigger to release this catch is mounted on the
handle, requiring that the rod that releases the catch also hinge at the same
point as the handle. The catch also incorporates a means to lock the ratchet
handle offset 30° on either side of the tool to aid _n installing the tool.
Releasing the telescoping pivot also releases the ratchet handle positioning
folk; however, a position release button Ls--providedto reposition the handle
in the desired position.

The tool is installed by first straightening the handle and offsetting it
to the desired side (fig. 7(a)). The hook portion of the frame is fitted on
the latch hook pivot shaft (fig. 7(b)) with the frame plates straddling the
latch hook, which may be in any position greater than 37° from the closed posi-
tion. The frame is then rotated until it contacts the bellcrank pivot. The
telescoping pivot is released (fig. 7(c)), forcing the tool betlcrank against
the hook roller, and the nut forces the compensator against the bellcrank
pivot. In this configuration, the tool will hold itself in position while Ihe
crewmember extends the screw by means of the ratchet until a force is exerted
on the hook roller, closing and securing the door (fig. 7(d)).
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One tool is i¢gtalled on _h l_tch iu the disabled gang _n _ho same man-
nor, sCa_rtir_ wi_h umber I and proceeding in ordeg to the number 4 latch,
¢_osing tb.e door at each position before proceeding to the next latch. After

irmuatling the last re_glred three-polnt latch tool, the cre_nembar is ready
tO enter ehe c_¢W medic.

BOLT EXTRACTOR

If the actuator of a gang of bulkhead latches fails such that a latch

hook prevents installation of the tliree-point latch tool, the gang linkage
must be disconnected from the-disabled actuator. The bolt extractor (fig. 8)

: was-.d_signed for this task.

The linkage is attached to the actuator through a clevis joint using a

shoulder bolt as the connecting pin. Removal of the bolt is required to dis-
connect the linkage. A force can be expected to be transmitted acro_S the

joint at the tim_ of. removal.

The bolt extractor consists of an expanding frame that straddles the

clevis, a socket that turns the bolt, and an extractor that pulls the bolt
f_ee after the nttt is removed. To operate the tool, the nut retaining slot in

the frame_ is fitted, completely ou the nut and held in place while the tool is

squeezed at points A--and B. This compresses the _ame until the socket con- i
facts the bolthea_. With pressure still being applied at points A and B, the I
bolthe_d socket handle is turned to aline the socket with the bolthead and the

tool--can-be fully installecL-on the bolthead.

The nut retainer keeps the nut from turning and also holds it against the
clevis while the bolt is unscrewed. When the bolt threads have cleared the

nut, the bolthead has been pushed into the socket past the extractor hooks.
The bolt removal ratchet is then ratcheted back and forth to force the extrac-

tor away from the clevis and pull the holt out. The tool will then slip off
the clevis and the bolt can be removed _rom the socket.

• Three bolt extractors will b_ taken on Shi,ttle flights, normally making

it unnecessary to re_et the tool _or further u_e. The tool can be reset in

flight if required, however, by holding the frame at point A and li_ting up on

the ratchet latches and point B simultaneously. The reset disk is turned to

move the extractor end socket into position against the upper part of the
frame. The same procedure is followed to remove any other bolts necessary to

prepar_ the latch system to accept the three-point latch tool.

With the required bolts removed from the clevis joi_ts, the latch gangs

can be manually moved to rotate the latch hooks, thus allowing the three-polnt

latch tool to be installed and door closure to be completed.
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Each o£ the door Cloottrc tools has _dergon_ a period 0._ d_velopmeut _nd
avaLuatlo_-by c_e_nuembe_s and _A officials _d .t_s _epeatedly been used _Ith
st_cccss i.u the Ne_:_.al l$_oysucy Faciligy at the Johusov_. Space Ceu_'. The

_i flight tools have been delivered and ar_-..reMy fO_ _he _i_,8_-Shut_e fLLght.

!t CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The doer. drive and bulkhead latch systems are reliable mechanical sys-
}4'_ tems; how_v.er, like any mechanical system, the_, are subject to umlfunCtlons

that couJ.d cause an unsafe reentry of the Orbiter.. This set of backup door
!;: closure tools provides the extra degree of safety needed for the Shuttle Pro_
" gram_
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t
TABL_ I. _ DOOR CLOSURE FMJ_IRE_

m ir ii ii ii

Type of f_i1_re C_e AcClon
• _ I I I III I i I

One or both doors w_1.l Door d_iVe syocom Attach the wLnch hook co the
not close failure affected door and manually

close the door. Actuate chc
bulkhead laC_h system.

i I I L II il

Door driv_ system Cut the _ix drive tubes on the
failure and jam affectod door with the tub_nfi

cutter and manually close the
, door using the w_nch. Actuate

the bulkhead latch system.
I ii i i i!

Bulkhead lateh system Latch actuator Install the _hree-point Latch
fails with the fail_ or jams toot on the end o£ the af-
latch hook greater letted door starting with the
than 37 ° from the number 1 latch. Proceed in
cl_sed.position _ Order to the nttmber 4 latch,

closing the door at each
position before proceeding

) to the next latch.
i , il il ii , i is i

Bulkhead retch system Latch actuator RemoVe the connector bolt _rom
_ails with the fails Or jams the actuator linkage with
latch hook less the bolt extractor. _anually

:- than 37 ° from the backd_ive the latch hooks un-
_ closed posit_on til the three-point latch
i_ tool can be installed.on the

'. number I latch; proceed in
order to the number 4 latch,
closing the door at each
position before proceeding
to the next latch.

ii i I _ ............
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ODOR DRIVE

DOOR LATCH

ttADIATOR DEPLOY..& LATCH

Figure I.- Payload bay door system (from ref, i),

LONGERO.\%_I A-_
\

.o.o,,.L_._,'_.:__Io,,,_,u,,.o, # .w,._.
SHAFT----_'_Ar----_n'.._'_,_i L'(oPLACESl // MODULEON

eWiTCH _ .I // BULKHEAD
M'6'DU['E""-_" sUPPORT BEARING _/ .AV, nAn in*V\

/ON BULKHEAI_/(12PLACES)A I)OOR-H'_O_"_

ACTUATORWITH DRIVE UNIT I SHAFT e 08.DEG
TORQUELIMITER (2 MOTORS) COUPLING (18 PLACES) SWITCH
(E PLACESI (38 PLACES| (2 PLACESI

Figure 2.- Payload bay door drive system (from ref, i).
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Figure 4.- Aft bulkhead circular latch system (from ref. i).
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Figure 5.- Tubing cutter.

Figure 6.- Winch.
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RATCHET HANDLE _ _-" )

-RATCHET _ _I " _ NUT

HANOI_ P(}$1TIONIN_ _

(a) Stowed,

LATCH HOOK PIVOT
SHAFT • •

LATCH HOOK _ HOOK ROLLER (DOOR CLOSED)

LATCH BELLCRANK
PIVOT

/

(b) Installed.

Figure 7.- Three-point latch tool.
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_LATCH HODKPIVOT

8HAFT
LATOH HOOK,--_ /.

LATCHBeLLOnANK I I -"_¢_ ,0_]

PIVOT ___/--_

_ ' Ni_tPIVOT
£XTCNDED

(c) Retained by telescoping pivot.

3OK PIVOT
SHAFr

: " LATCH HOO_

HOOK ROLLER
(DOOR CLOSED)

LATCH BELLCRANt
PIVOT

/

RATCHETSI

(d) Expanded - door closed and secured.

Figure 7,- Concluded.
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